
 

Norland Research E3 Calculator Robot Kit 

Congratulations on your purchase of 
the Norland Research E3 robot kit! In 
addition to the robot kit, you will need 
a TI-Innovator Hub and a Texas 
Instruments 84 Plus CE or TI-Nspire CX 
or CX CAS graphing calculator. Please 
be aware that this robot will not work 
with earlier models of TI graphing 
calculators. For any earlier TI graphing 
calculator, you will need our E2 robot 
kit. Before using the robot, you need to 
make sure you have used the Hub and 
performed the examples in the Getting 
Started Guide that comes with the Hub. 
By doing this first, you will have 
verified that you have the correct 
operating system version installed, the 
Hub app, the latest sketch on the 
Hub(1.1.0.16), and you will also be able to to enter a Basic program. This also verifies that the Hub is 
operational and ready to control a two-wheeled robot. Additional Hub resources can be found at: 

https://education.ti.com/en/us/products/micro-controller/ti-innovator/tabs/overview 

https://education.ti.com/en/product-resources/sketch-update 

(These links only work in Firefox, Chrome, or Safari. Not Explorer or Edge) 

If you do not have a TI-Innovator Hub or a compatible TI graphing calculator visit the link below to find 
out how to purchase in your area; 
https://education.ti.com/en/us/products#product=graphing-calculators 

Other resources are at; 
http://tirobot.com/ 

Disclaimer: Once you assemble this robot kit you will take responsibility for any actions or damages that may 
happen while using this kit. This includes physical or property damage including your graphing calculator device, 
your TI-Innovator Hub, or bodily harm. Only operate the robot in a clear area with no chance of it being stepped on 
or falling off a counter top. If you do not agree to this, please return the kit to Norland Research for a full refund. If 
you find this manual lacking any warnings, please advise us so we can include those in future printings. Robot 
product is subject to change without notice. 

Items included with the E3 robot:   
● E3 robot body  
● Robot Bumper  
● Two  ½ square double sticky tabs  
● One supplemental 6 inch USB cable (not 

required to operate the robot; used to 
power the Hub for high power I/O modules) 
 

You provide: 
● Compatible TI graphing calculator 
● TI-Innovator Hub and USB cable 
● 6 AA batteries (normal alkaline  or 

rechargeable) 
● Optional twist or zip-ties to hold cable in 

place 
● Optional TI and LEGO Accessories  

 

 

https://education.ti.com/en/us/products/micro-controller/ti-innovator/tabs/overview
https://education.ti.com/en/us/products#product=graphing-calculators
https://education.ti.com/en/us/products#product=graphing-calculators
http://tirobot.com/
https://education.ti.com/en/product-resources/sketch-update
http://tirobot.com/
https://education.ti.com/en/us/products/micro-controller/ti-innovator/tabs/overview


 

Instructions for E3 Assembly and Use 

Before use, please familiarize yourself with the robot and use the pictures below to identify the names of 
the robot parts.  

Step One: 

Install the front bumper with the supplied double sticky tape. There are marks on the bumper to allow 
you to get this centered for best performance. See Photo 1. Please note the locations of the following: 
on/off switch, power-on light, pen holder on the left, servo mount and LEGO holes.  

Photo 1 

Step Two: 

To use the E3 robot kit, you will first need to plug in the TI-Innovator Hub. If you look near the wheel 
motors, you will see a printed circuit board with a 20 pin male plug. See Photo 2. Slide the Hub into the 
back of the robot, look through the openings, and plug the 20 pins into the Bread Board 20 pin socket on 
the Hub. You may need to tilt the Hub slightly to get the pins to align. Once the Hub is completely in 
place it will fall behind the raised U-shaped piece to hold it in place. To remove, simply lift the Hub and 
pull it out.  

Photo 2 

Step Three: 

Next, you will need to run the 12-inch USB cable that is used to connect the Handheld to the Hub. This 
cable was provided with your Hub. The USB cable has an A and a B end. Plug the B end into the Hub, 
then run the cable to the slot in the right robot handle leaving enough to plug the A end into your 
graphing calculator. Then, attach the graphing calculator using the robot’s elastic tie-downs, making sure 
none of the buttons are pressed-down. See Photo 3 to determine which way you need to thread the 
cable and where to place the elastic tie-downs. Locations are specific to calculator models. You may need 
to make adjustments to the cable. If there is any extra cable, you can store it through the round hole at 
the back of the robot.  
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Photo 3 

Step Four: 

Install 6 AA 1.5 volt or 6 AA 1.2 volt rechargeable batteries as marked in the battery holder on the 
bottom of the robot. See Photo 4. The battery cover can be removed with the protruding tab being 
pushed toward the front of the robot and pulled open. Take your time removing and reinstalling this 
cover as it is thin plastic and may damage easily. The robot will operate without this cover, but any 
impact may dislodge the batteries. Once the batteries are installed, you will find the on/off switch, 
which is a slide switch, between the two bump switches on the front of the robot on the circuit board. 
See Photo 1. To turn the robot on, slide the switch to the rear of the robot. Slide the switch to the front 
of the robot to turn it off (it is also labeled on the circuit board). If the batteries are installed correctly, 
when you slide the switch on, the LED light next to the switch will illuminate. If it does not illuminate, 
re-check your battery placement or inspect for damage to the printed circuit board or the wires from the 
battery to the board.  

 

Photo 4 
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Step Five:  

Turn on the graphing calculator and the power light on the Hub should illuminate. Adjust the 
cable/calculator to prevent it from striking anything when moving or prevent the front bumper from 
working. See photo 5.  Optional: The cable can be secured with ties to the uprights depending on the 
classroom environment or the need to use the cable in other activities.  

 

The Robot is ready!  

Photo 5 

Time to Test Your Programming Skills! 

Make sure the graphing calculator is fully charged, since no one wants to wait for their new toy to 
charge before using it! Run either the SOUNDTST or BLINKTST program you created from the Getting 
Started Guide that comes with the Hub. Ha, you thought you would never need those again! You do not 
need the robot powered on at this time, as the Hub is powered from your graphing calculator. If these 
programs fail, check that your USB cable is fully plugged in. Also make sure you have the B end in the 
Hub and the A end connected to the graphing calculator. Once you have an operating Hub, you will be 
ready to control the robot! 

Enter the program below for your specific graphing calculator model. Spaces, ", and ) are very important. 
Also be sure to observe capitalization and use the catalog function to insure the proper syntax is used.  

PROGRAM:RBTTST 
:Send(“CONNECT DIGITAL.OUT 1 BB1") 
:Send(“SET DIGITAL.OUT 1 1")                                                                 Nspire coming 
:Wait 2 
:Send(“SET DIGITAL.OUT 1 0") 
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Now, elevate the robot with a box, block of wood, cup, a classmate, or anything handy as we are going 
to rotate a wheel. 
Make sure the robot is turned on, the power light on the Hub is illuminated, and run the program. 
The right wheel should spin for 2 seconds. If there are any errors in the syntax, the Hub will beep. If the 
robot beeps, make sure there are no extra spaces or a space at the end of the command lines. (see 
resources) If that doesn’t work, try powering down the robot and unplugging the USB cable to the Hub. 
This will power down the Hub. Then reattach the cable and power up the robot. You may have had bad 
data in the Hub, this will erase it. 
  
Now, change the DIGITAL.OUT 1 to DIGITAL.OUT 2 in all lines of the program. 
Run the program with the robot elevated. The same wheel turns, but in the opposite direction. 
Repeat the DIGITAL.OUT changes, but use 3 and then repeat with 4.  If successful you should see the left 
wheel spin in both direction. As you can see, the 1 turns on the motor and the 0 turns off the motor. You 
can also use ON and OFF if you want in place of the 1 and 0. What we are doing is controlling a simple 
H-bridge. When you get a chance, look up H-bridge on the internet if you want to know more. 
 
Time to Make the Robot Move! 
Enter the program below. 
 
PROGRAM:RBTDRV 
:Send(“CONNECT DIGITAL.OUT 1 BB1") 
:Send(“CONNECT DIGITAL.OUT 3 BB3") 
:Send(“SET DIGITAL.OUT 1 1") 
:Send(“SET DIGITAL.OUT 3 1") 
:Wait 2 
:Send(“SET DIGITAL.OUT 1 0") 
:Send(“SET DIGITAL.OUT 3 0") 
 
If you get an error, make sure you have updated your sketch to the latest version. Or a simple reboot of 
the power to the Hub will most likely fix it. 
Power up the robot, set it on a safe, smooth surface where it can go forward several feet. Be ready to 
catch the robot or block any dangerous areas if there is an issue with your latest program.  Run the new 
program RBTDRV and you should see the robot go forward full speed for 2 seconds. If it fails, recheck 
everything like suggested in the first program. 
We now have two programs below, one to spin left, one to spin right. 
 

Spin Left 
PROGRAM:RBTSPINL 
:Send(“CONNECT DIGITAL.OUT 1 BB1") 
:Send(“CONNECT DIGITAL.OUT 4 BB4") 
:Send(“SET DIGITAL.OUT 1 1") 
:Send(“SET DIGITAL.OUT 4 1") 
:Wait 2 
:Send(“SET DIGITAL.OUT 1 0") 
:Send(“SET DIGITAL.OUT 4 0")  

Spin Right 
PROGRAM:RBTSPINR 
:Send(“CONNECT DIGITAL.OUT 2 BB2") 
:Send(“CONNECT DIGITAL.OUT 3 BB3") 
:Send(“SET DIGITAL.OUT 2 1") 
:Send(“SET DIGITAL.OUT 3 1") 
:Wait 2 
:Send(“SET DIGITAL.OUT 2 0") 
:Send(“SET DIGITAL.OUT 3 0”) 
 

So, now it is up to you to decide how to make the robot go backwards. If you have time, write a new 
program called RBTBKWD and test it. Hint: use pins 2 and 4 
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Okay, in review, we can make the robot do about any motion we want. But, before we sell this 
technology to Tesla or Google self driving cars, we need a bit more control. 

 
Let’s Control Even More!  
 
We will now write a new program called RBTANLG. We will replace the DIGITAL.OUT with ANALOG.OUT. 
This adds a new variable that controls the speed. 
 
PROGRAM:RBTANGL 
:Send(“CONNECT ANALOG.OUT 1 BB1") 
:Send(“CONNECT ANALOG.OUT 3 BB3") 
:Send(“SET ANALOG.OUT 1 75") 
:Send(“SET ANALOG.OUT 3 75") 
:Wait 5 
:Send(“DISCONNECT ANALOG.OUT 1") 
:Send(“DISCONNECT ANALOG.OUT 3")  
 
The program above is very close to our first program. By using ANALOG.OUT, we send tiny pulses of 
power instead of an on/off condition to our H-bridge. we use TI’s DRV8833 dual motor driver. When you 
get a chance, search the internet for PWM or pulse width modulation to learn more. This is what we are 
doing with our H-bridge to control the wheel speed using the analog output. The analog output is one 
byte, so we have the value from 0 to 255(8 bit binary) with 255 being fast(lots of pulses) and 0 
stopped(no pulses). Our motor requires a bit of power to start rotating, so the lower values produce no 
rotation. Feel free to modify the above program 75 value to see what speeds your robot can do. With 
this feature we can draw different size circles or even sine waves if we attach a marker to our robot and 
running the wheels at different speeds. 
 
Unfortunately, we still cannot send this robot to Mars. The first rock it hits will cause the motors to keep 
spinning until the batteries die. Because of this, while we’re on Earth, we need the robot to know when 
it has hit an object. And we can do just that! 
 
If you look closely at the front of the robot, you will see the bumper is attached to two switches, much 
like the keys on a computer keyboard. Inside are some contacts that only conduct electricity when 
pressed. This is called normally open or NO. Some switches are connected until you press them. This is 
called normally closed or NC. Take a look on the internet later to see more examples and some better 
explanations. This also is how relays work.  
 
Now, we are going to enter a program to read the state of the two front switches.  
 
PROGRAM:RBTBUMP 
:Send("CONNECT DIGITAL.IN 6 TO BB6") 
:1->S 
:For(N,1,25) 
:Send("READ DIGITAL.IN 6") 
:Get(s) 
:Disp S 
:If S=0 
:Then 
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:Disp "ON" 
:Else 
:Disp "OFF" 
:End 
:Wait .1 
 
 
Surprise, we added some program logic and a loop and a display command, woo! If you're not familiar 
with these commands yet, there are several books and many websites, including the manual that came 
with your graphing calculator, to help you with these. Run the program above and press and release the 
bumper switches to see which side we are looking at. Record what value you get with the switch pressed 
and with the switch not pressed. Also note which switch is number 6. To test the other switch, change 
the program 6's to 5.  
 
With the above practice and some trial and error programming, you can start writing larger programs. 
You can do things such as having your robot measure a room (convert time traveled to distance), 
navigate a maze (with or without sensing the bumper), draw shapes on craft paper (scotch tape and a 
marker and craft paper will help), play a game, explore an uncharted area, or just wander aimlessly. You 
could even try to use the light sensor on the back to play flashlight tag. The ideas are endless!! Send 
your projects or ideas to us so we can share those with others and we will see if we can get to the end of 
robot ideas (but we doubt it)! 
 
How do we know if the robot is on and what the state of the batteries are? This could be important as 
we travel in our electric car or our Mars explorer needs to find some sun to recharge. Or maybe we just 
need to know if we need to buy more batteries. If our 9 volt batteries get close to 5 volts, it stops 
providing the correct amount of power and the robot may act a little silly or just plain stop working. 
Surely we can test battery power with a TI-Innovator Hub? Yes we can! We use the built-in voltage 
divider connected to pin 7. Our simple voltage divider is 2 10K OHM resistors connected direct to the 
battery. When you get some free time (haha!) you might look up voltage divider circuit to see how it 
works and other applications. We have a switching buck converter step-down voltage regulator that 
converts our 9 volts to 5 volts for our interface and our motors. It is a very efficient voltage regulator 
(less heat). This helps keep our motor speeds the same during the life of the batteries. Make sure you 
look it up later (or have your early-finisher students look it up for you). 
 
Here is our program to check the batteries: 
 
PROGRAM:RBTBATT 
:Send("CONNECT ANALOG.IN 7") 
:Send("READ ANALOG.IN 7") 
:Get(A) 
:Disp A 
 
 
Always remember to use the GET command to get the value after a READ command. The A will contain a 
value between 0 and 16383. Zero is no power and 16383 is 5 volts. Our voltage divider will give us about 
half of the nine volts. So fully charged it should be in the 4.5 volt range or about 12000-13000 due to 
some circuit components in our robot design. When we get less than 10000 we need to look for new 
batteries. Also, if you're really worried about the state of your batteries, you need to check the voltage 
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while the robot is moving under a load. For that, you need to write another program, but we have faith 
in you! 
 
Well, we are done with the basics!  We will have other projects available as time goes by. We hope to 
collect and share ideas that teach mathematical concepts, navigation, electronics, and BASIC or 
assembly programming. Even some that might just be fun! Be sure to share with all of us any ideas or 
concepts you have used the robot for. With your permission we will post them on the Norland Research 
website so everyone can try them out. The robot will work with most of the I/O module packs from 
Texas Instruments and others (see appendix a). Data collection for tables and charts and graphs, oh my! 
 
 
Appendix A 
 
Included with your E3 robot is a short white USB cable. One end is a USB micro B connection that will 
supply extra power to the Hub.  The other end connects to a USB connection on the robot control board. 
If you need the extra power for a module pack, you will need to use this. The power is controlled by the 
robots on/off switch. It should be limited to 1 amp or less depending on the amp draw using the wheel 
motors. The on-board voltage regulator is good up to 2.5 amps total. Just plug the PC board end into the 
connection behind the bump switches. Secure the cable to the right front post with an optional tie if 
you’re worried about it. Then as you connect the Hub it is easier to plug the micro B plug in the Hub first 
before connecting the 20 pin connector.  We advise leaving this off the robot unless you need the extra 
power,  the small end could make contact on the circuit board and create a short if not plugged into the 
Hub.  
 
 
Appendix B 
 
There is a 9 pin connection on the left side of the circuit board. This is for future expansion. These pins 
provide a ground, 5 volts and a connection to breadboard connections 8, 9, and 10. Their orientation is 
marked on the circuit board. See our website for future details. 
 
Appendix C 
 
Yes, those are LEGO holes in the top! We suggest using these to add accessories from a TI module pack, 
or just to decorate your robots. Be sure to send us pictures of your LEGO creations. We would love to 
share your ideas with other educators! If you know of or have access to a 3-d printer, there are many 
useful LEGOs you can print! Just search the web. 
 
 
84 Plus CE, TI-Nspire CX, TI-Nspire CX CAS, TI-Innovator are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated registered in the U.S. and other 
countries. LEGO  is  trademarks and/or copyrights of the LEGO Group 
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